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THE HEAVENER ENIGMA: A RUNE STONE

By Leslie A. McRill

INTBODUCrlON

The meaning of the rune characters on the large rock stand.
ing on Poteau Mountain, near Heavener in ILeFlore County, has

interested Mr. Ieslie McRill. His attention was called to data
collected in the Editorial Office, on these ancient runes. The re.
sult of his study of these and other source materials led to his
contribution here presented, "The Heavener Enigma: A Rune
Stone," in this issue of The Chronicles.

The attention of the Editor was called in 1953, to the
"queer carvings" on a huge stone on the side of a mountain near

Heavener, by Mrs. Gloria Farley. The inscription had fascinated
her since girlhood, and she has carried on research for many
years to unlock the mystery of the stone. Finally the Editor
visited the rune stone in the wilderness with Mrs. Farley and
friends. Another visit with Mr. and Mrs. John Frizzell, Miss
Lucyl Shirk, and President George Shirk of the Historical
Society resulted in Mr. Shirk's report on the "Heavener Rune
Stone" published in The Chronicles, Autumn, 1959 (pp. 363-368).

After the publication of this report, interest in the identifica-
tion of the carved letters spread far and wide. A number of
interpretations of the runes were written in to the Editor. The
visit of Mr. Frederick J. Pohl to Heavener had established the
carvings as real rune letters. This and other investigations led
to the possible work of a stone-carver several centuries ago.

In 1963, Mr. Oscar Monrad of Oklahoma City brought in
to the Editorial office, an unusual study on early runes in
Europe. His distant cousin, Mr. Kaj Monrad, an archivist in the

National Museum at Copenhagen, Denmark, had read the report
on the Heavener stone in The Chronicles, sent him by his Ameri-

can cousin. Mr. Kaj Monrad sent in copious notes in fine manu-

script, on the runes based on his study of materials in the
Copenhagen Museum. He also sent photographs, one on the
golden horns which King Frederick VII ordered made in 1855,replicas of the ancient golden horns found in 1639 and 1734.

Both of these had been stolen from the Royal Museum in 1802
and melted. These horns have early rune inscriptions that are

important in the tudy of runes going back to the invention of
these characters.

The name of Poteau as that of the well-known stream in

eastern Oklahoma, which rises in the mountain also named Po-

teau, dates back to the early occupancy of the French in Okls-
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(Kaj Yonrad, copenhnen

THE GOLDEN HORNS

Rep7eus ordered made In 1855, by King Frederick now tn the
National Museum of Copenhagen, Denmark. The original

.iden Hor, were found mn l639 and 17.4

homa, on the Arkansas. It is a fact in history that the earliest
French expeditions to Oklahoma erected carved posts to mark
the sites of their first visits and councils with the Indiana of
this region,

The word poteau in French measm "post." How does it
happen that this particular river, a branch of the Arkansas, was
given the name of Poteau or "Post?" French occupancy, a known
fact in this region of Oklahoma in the early 1700's along with
data from Mr. McRill's study of Bossu's Travels, furnishesi a
Possible explanation of the "Heavener Rune Stone." Furthermore,
when the first expeditions sponsored by the French came up the
Arkansas, they met the Quapew Indians, who have a tradition
about these visitors. They demanded that the Quapaws take
them in their boats for exploration up the Arkansas.

The first French expeditions under John Iaw's scheme for
mlnization of the Mississippi Valley, came into the region of
teArkansa about 1718-20. A large part of these first colonistswere Germans fed by a Swedish Captain. The huge stone with
anes is on the Bide of an outlying ridge of the Potau ounpin, facing and overlooking the Cvalleytacotneonuth

eau iver to the Arkansas. Could it be that the huge "post"was carved by Germn in a party under the direction of their
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learned Swedish Captain, describing the Valley below and
marking their visit to the mountain? This valley contains the
mounds of an ancient people that dwelt here and long since

disappeared. The most famous of these mounds, which is known
as the Spiro Mound, in recent years has yielded its treasures
for archaeology and history. Mr. McRill here traces his search
on the subject of the runes and their meaning carved on the
stone.

-The Editor

It is a far cry from the Oklahoma of our day and that long
ago time when some unknown traveler cut an inscription on

the stone which has recently become known as the "Heavener
Rune-stone."

A large rock, 12 feet high, 10 feet wide, and 2 feet thick
in the Poteau Mountains, about 2 miles from Heavener, Okla-
homa, bears on its face some ancient runes. Who left themthere, when, and why, remain an historical mystery. The Okla-
homa Historical Society and some local citizens of Heavener
have been intrigued by the stone and its message and have
called the attention of archeologists to it.'

Some have visited the site; to others, copies of the inscrip-
tion have been sent. As far away as Denmark translations have

come. It is pretty well established that the runes on this rock
are authentic. Some of these same characters are to be found
on the most ancient monuments in the Scandinavian countries
made many hundreds of years ago.

It s interesting to know that two very old rune monuments
called the "Two Golden Horns" bear similar rune characters.
Writing about the Golden Hornt, Archivist Kaj Monrad of
Copenhagen, Denmark, says:2

"The one nethermost, July 20, 1629, and the uppermost
April 21, 1734, both in the diadem of Lsig [?] and both were

stolen May 4, 1802, from the Royal Museum and melted. These
are fotos [sic] of the copies which King Frederick VII let make

I George H. Shirk, "Report of the Heavener Rune Stone," The
Chronicles of Oklahoma, Vol. X1XVT I. o.1, p. 13.2 Prom the compilation of material, collected and translated by
Mr. Kaj Monrad. from the National Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark. 10
Oklahoma Historical Society. Editorial Office.
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sbout 1855 from old drawings. The little hon has at the brim
a rune inscription as thus:"

From the study of this matter made by Mr. Monrad we
establish the authenticity of the Heavener runes as belonging to
the "elder" class of runes.

Mr. Frederick Pohl, an authority on the travels of the Norse-
men in America previous to Columbus, visited the Heavener
site some time ago, and is of the opinion that the letters were
made by Norsemen of that time.' It has been established thatthe Norsemen reached the interior of America as far as the
vicinity of the Great Lskes, but there is no established recogni-
tion of their presence as far south as Oklahoma. From the dif-
ferent authorities here in the United States and from opinions
of scholars abroad, the eight characters on the stone are shown
here, with a translation:

XA9, [1 VNFK
Gnomedal--"Sun Valley," or "Monument," or "Boundary.""Dal" is translated "Valley" or "Dale."

The rock at Heavener stands north and south facing the
west. It is overlooking a gulch down which very old marks seem
to indicate a once-used trail to the northwest. Throughout the
valley are scattered evidences of the Mound Builderss as far as
the Arkansas River.

Some authorities have said that in that far-away time there
was a beautiful park of great pine trees stretching down from
this mountain to the valley below, making it a desirable loca-
tion for settlement. So "Sun Valley" was the name given by
some poetic traveler or mayhap settler. And then, passing on, he
left the site, which became a wild, isolated place, the home ofthe snake and the wild beasts. No longer is there a beautiful
pmne forest, thanks to the woodsman's axe, but instead second
growth brush and nature's effort to retrieve her once beautiful
handiwork now cover the spot.

Quoting further from Mr. Kaj Monrad and his study of theHeavener runes, we read: "Gnomedal," two words in one to be
Earth Spirits' Dale.' The word 'gnom' is an elemental earthspirit, a subterranean goblin, a mountain spirit. If the inscrip-

tion is in Danish it is correctly written. 'Gnom' is the word
tsel, and the 'e' is a suffix as sort of a genitive (possessive)combined with another word; 'dal' is dale or valley in English."

Quoting further from Mr. Monrad:
"Then it seems the inscription was cut in the 16th, 17th or
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18th century by a not wholly unlearned man with good knowl-

edge of the eldest runes, as the interest for antiquity had a
flowering in the last two mentioned centuries here in Scan-

dinavia, and yet it cannot be said from what country the carver
was. Perhaps he was a man from Sweden since the rune for 'n
is cut differently than a Dane would have cut it. The English

word dale is both Danish and Swedish, the same word 'dal.'"

Mr. Monrad enclosed in his notes the origin of the word
"gnome," as coming from the Latin word "Gnomus" and cites

it as having been used by Paracelsus first, and found in his

book Liber de nymphs, sylphis, pygmaei et salamandris et de
cockeris spiritibus (ed. 1589-1591. Opera 9, 45) : "Gnomi habitat
in chao montano." Mr. Monrad states: "It is known that gnomes

were also guarders of hidden treasures, the skilled little grey men
with the great beards."

Other translations by Mr. Monrad suggest that the name
"Gnomus" means "earth-dweller." This is significant since it
ties in with the presence of the Mound Builders in this region-
history long past-of what is now Oklahoma.

It is interesting to note that pertinent to the suggestion that

the inscription dates from the 17th or 18th century, we find
in Dr. Paul Piper's "Survey of Early German Literature, en-
titled, Die Alteste Deutsche Litteratur bis um das Jahr 10.50,
in his discussion of the early runes as the beginnings of the
German language that "there was a feverish revival in unearthing
rune-monuments in Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries . . .
Thus Finn Magnussen wrote a whole book about a rune-writing

or inscription which turned out to be natural splits in the rock,
and the Heinerdorfer rune-stone became recognized as nothing
more than an entire modern game with German letters."'

Besides the Norsemen theory there is another which has
never been advanced: Captain Jean Bossu of the French Marines

was sent to New Orleans in 1751 with his military company and
set out from there to assume command of a Duchy or Grant in

the Illinois country.s He describes the trip and calls attention

to two German villages up river from New Orleans. These colon-
ists had been still earlier up the Mississippi on the Arkansas

River. He says: "These two villages, peopled with Germans, are

the remainder of a grant made in 1720 to Mr. John Law [Mr.
Law of the 'Mississippi Bubble' fame]. The colony was to con-

Dr. Frederick J. Pohl. recognized student and authority on the
Vikings in America. Author of Atlanitc Crossings before Columbu
(Norton & Company, Inc.. New York. 1981).
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st of Germans and Provencals to the number of 1500; the

grud for it four leagues square, and near a wild nation called

heAkancas; the colony was erected as a Duchy . .. but Mr.

Lw failed and the India Company took possession of the goods."

Now it has been suggested that since the French were es-

tablishing "duchies" or "grants" out of New Orleans that this

rnonument at Heavener may well have been a marker for such

a grant. Dr. Muriel Wright of the Oklahoma Historical Society
has called attention to this possibility. Notice how our Danish

researcher says that perhaps he was a man from Sweden since
the rune for "n" is written as a Swede would write it.

Now a strange coincidence presents itself at this juncture of

our study. Captain Bossu makes it very pertinent. He says that
the two German villages were under the supervision of a Swedish

Captain. And in his report he says that this captain was "Mr.
Arntsbourg, who was at the Battle of Poltava with Charles XII.
This old officer is the head of a numerous family established
in Louisiana."6

Could this rune-stone at Heavener be a marker or monument

to such a Duchy as the French were establishing up and down
the Arkansas? History is silent.

APPENDIX

A historical relic in the form of an old print is In the Editorial
Office of the Oklahoma Historical Society. bearing the date 1720. This

is an advertising poster of a single sheet. with an engraving for i1-
lustration on one side showing American Indian figures--man, woman
and a child-against a background of an Indian village. The caption
below the engraving is in the Dutch language. the English translation
reading "King and Queen of the MiAelppi." The other side of the
Poster is also in the Dutch language, advertising two plays, "The
Great Scene" and "Konst-Places." Both plays are satirical in form,
based on the plan to colonize the Mississippi Valley, promoted by Johnaw. Financial Minister of France (1717-1720). The advertisement setsforth the wild speculation on the continent of Europe, accompanying

thsgreat scheme to retrieve the fortunes of France. It may be re-ed here that John Law's scheme for colonization of the Mississippilley is referred to in American history as the "Mississippi Bubble."
theexpression ''Bubble and Windnegotiation'' appears In the text ontiposter. which translated from the Dutch as follows:7

105 Dr. Paul Piper, Die Atteste Deutsche Lliteratur bis um das JahrpihStuttgart. 1th 840.
Part 6 osU. Captain of the French MolhAeiaFrel ar Llisnes Travels Thog tha

sIboV- I, (London, 1771).
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The Great

SCENE

The Foolishness

Depicting the rise, progress and decline of the Campaign
Bubble and Windnegotlation, in France, England and

the Netherlands, committed in the

Year MjDCCXK

Showing the Collection of all the
CONDITIONS AND PROJEC"IB

Of the established Company of Insuance, Navigation, Commerce, etc.In the Netherlands, as they were put into practice, as they wererejected through the State in several Provinces.
along with

KONST-PLACES,
Comedies and Poems

Presented by different amateurs, to mock this abominable
and miserly Trade, through which in this Year, different families and

persons from High and Low station were ruined, and by which were
depraved and the organized Negotiations were obstructed, in France,
England, as well as in the Netherlands.

As long as the Greedy Person
Is provided waith money and goods,

He catches the Victim at his will,
For the Greedy and Unscrupulous are always led by them.

Printed as proof for the Descendents, in that

fateful Year, for many Silly and Wise, 1720.

7 The translation of this poster from Dutch into English was done
by Miss Sandra ("Sandy") Sidner of Oklahoma City, who spent the
year 1920-A4 in the Netherlands as an International Christian Youth
Exchange student. She attended a Dutch high school. lived with a
Dutch family and learned the Dutch language. Sandra graduated from
Putnam City High School In 1969, and is a student at Oklahoma State
University.-Ed.
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Gadtmke tot waarfchouringe vmo de Nakomelingen in It
noodlauiee lau, voor veed Zuc en Wyze.:rao.

(I. H. Wrtrbht Conetton)

POSTER IN THE DUTCH LANGUAGE

With the date 1'720


